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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Automation will definitely affect business education
and the business educatorse

Of course, the recognition of

the impact and significance of automation appears to be slow
among business educators.

If the business educator is to meet

the challenges of technological improvements, which bring
about changes, he must keep abreast of the developments that
affect business education and must evaluate these developments.

Business educators msut engage in more intensive and

extensive endeavors to understand what is currently being
done and what the future implications are in an automated
machinery system.

The field is still new, expansion is rapid,

and the costly business of automation may ultimately have a
resounding impact upon business education.

Therefore, busi-

ness educators should begin immediately to resolve the
vocational education problems resulting from the change in
the way routine clerical work is being accomplished.
Purpose of the Study:
This study, "The Effect of Autorna tion on Business Education," was undertaken in order to clarify some of the business
education complications and implications arising out of automation, and thus help those concerned deal more successfully
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and easily with increasing automaticity of production facilities.

Scope and Nature of Study--Limitations and Areas

Included:
Because of the educational background and experience
the writer has had and for the interest of readers, this
exposition shall be limited to automation as it applies to
business education.

The exposition will deal particularly

with the clerical phase of business education training-secretary, stenographer, typist, salesman, file clerk,
accountant and bookkeeper, managerial, and machine . operator-with respect to today's business . office rather than dealing
with long range implications •• The business teacher will also
be discussed since it is her duty to help train business
graduates for industry.
Automation in industry will probably cause the business
education curriculum to undergo certain changes; therefore,
the writer feels that the exposition could not be complete
without making suggestions on course changes in the business
education curriculum.
Since automation has become a part of daily living, persons
in business education will be confronted with many new terms
which will be directly or indirectly related to this field as
it applies to the business office.

One of the reasons people

do not understand the role that automation is playing is this
complex economic society is the technical terminology used.
As a result of this, every business educator needs to keep
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abreast of the significant terms which are a part of office
automation.

The reader will find some of these terms used

in this exposition.
Definition of Terms Used:
Automation.

The entire process of making machines

self-acting or self-moving.
Common Language.

A term used to describe either

paper tape or punched card transmission between two
or more machines.
Computer.

Any device capable of accepting infor-

mation, applying prescribed processes to the information,
and supplying the results of these processes.
Electronic Data Processing.

The use of electronic

computers in an Integrated Data Processing System.
Flow Chart.

A graphical representation of a

sequence of operations, using symbols to represent the
operations such as compute, substitute, compare, jump,
copy, read, write, etc.

It is a more detailed represen-

tation than a diagram.
Input.
a computer.

Devices that can be used to feed data to
Punched tapes or cards and magnetic tapes

are examples of common input media.
Key-Punched Operator.

One who records information

on tabulating cards by punching a series of holes in the
cards in a specified sequence, using punch machines
similiar in operation to a typewriter (except that the
machine punches holes instead of typing letters and
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numbers.)
Magnetic Tape.

A tape or ribbon of any material

impregnated with magnetic material on which information
may be placed in the form of magnetically polarized
sports.
Memory.

Any device into which units of information

can be copied, which will hold this information, and from
which the information can be obtained at a later time.
Operator.

The person who actually manipulates the

computer controls, places information media into the
output devices, removes the output, presses the start
'

button etc.
Output.

Devices that can be used to take data

from a computer.

Typewriters, punched tapes or cards,

magnetic tape, and printers are some of these devices.
Printers.

Usually continous paper printer that

are used as output media for computers.

They may operate

at speeds up to 1000 lines or more a minute, 120 characters
to a line.
Programmer.

One who ,vrites the detailed instructions

or program used to guide the machine system.
Programming.

Analyzing the problem, preparing a

flow chart, writing detailed instructions, and making
certain the program works on the computer.
Punched Card.

Heavy, stiff paper of uniform size
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and shape, adapted for being punched in an intelligent
array of holes.

The punched holes are sensed electri-

cally by wire brushes or mechanically by metal feelers.
One standard size card is 7 3/8 x 3 1/4 inches and contains 80 columns in each of which any one of 12 positions may be punched.
Punched Tape.

A paper tape which can be punched

in S, 6, 7, or 8 channels.
Record. · A listing of information, usually in
printed or printable form.

One output of a compiler

consisting of a list of the operations and their posi-tions in the final specific routine and containing
information describing the segmentation and stroage
allocation of the routine.

To copy or set down infor-

mation in reusable form for future reference.

To make

a transcription of data by a systematic aletration of
the condition, property or configuration of a physical
medium, for example, placing information on magnetic
tape by means of magnetized spots.
Routine.

A set of coded instructions arranged in

proper sequence to direct the computer to perform a
desired operation or series of operations.
Tape Librarian.

One who maintains files of tapes

and issues them to electronic machines operators when
called for, Classifies, catalogs, and crsos-indexes of
tape according to data content.
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The definitions listed here in this exposition, some
of which have been reworded or rephrased so that they may
be more readily understood and comprehended, were selected
from only one source. 1
The Meaning of Automation:
In recent years there has been evident in industry a
trend which has caused many individuals in business education
to look with excitement to the future, and which has already
deeply affected the lives of many business education employees
and the economy.

The period since the introduction of this

trend has been referred to as the Second Industrial Revolution.

Automation., which has been referred to as the new

force, the new industrial technique with wide implications,
has been the most powerful causes of this trend.
Although automation has been considered as a new technique, it cannot be entirely new, because automation could
be nothing more than an extension and refinement of industrial techniques which have been practiced previously.

There-

fore, the new trend in industry probably could be better
regarded as an evolution rather than a revolution.

Automa-

tion in industry has developed in a series of gradual
changes.
1

In addition, automation implies an act or technique

ivilliam Selden, "The Vocabulary of Automation ''
of Business Education, "35:171-172, February, 1960. '

Journal
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of making mass production of a manufacturing process fully
automatic by highly mechanized manipulations.

The term

evolution would not overthrow or deny the technique of mass
production, as the term revolution implies.

As Evolution

implies, automation would be achieved through a series of
changes which will make industry and business education
workers more capable of meeting the requirements of modern
.
2
society.
Great strides have been made in the past five years in
the development of data-processing machines and in the applications of machines to the control of manufacturing processes,
to communications, to the solution of mathematical problems,
and to large-scale accounting.

There seems to be no doubt

that automation has created a change in labor requirements
but that change has been toward a greater demand for technical training and engineering education.

Since automation

implies more machinery and complex control, it seems quire
logical that the existing work force of employees--electricians, maintenance mechanics, machines bperators, and engineers
manning, servicing, and directing the automated machinery
equipment will require additional training, higher skills,
and perhaps more education. 3 The automated plant will
become technological lock-out for the cornman man.
2

Such a

. S. E. Rusinoff, Automation In Practice, (Chicago
American Technical Society, 1957}, pp. 1-2.
3
William L. Maxwell, "The Impact of Automation on
Education," Education Digest, 23:25, September, 1957.
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f a ctory will need skilled, and superskilled specialists,
not.ordinary labor.

The skill and educational requirements

will make the average worker unemployable.

Those workers

with superior levels of education and training will merit
a nd command higher prestige, and pay.

The use of automated

machinery will require a vast up-grading of jobs into . higher
caliber, more dignified, satisfying, and valuable social and
economic position.
Upgrading commonly occurs because of one or more of
these reasons:
1.

Higher degree of skill needed by personnel assigned
to the automated lines.

2.

A higher proportion of skilled jobs in the operating work force.

3.

A shift from operating jobs to maintenance jobs,
thus increasing the proportion of skilled jobs in
the factory.

4.

A shift from direct labor to various indirect labor
jobs (e.g., clerical jobs of programming computers),
which presumably represent an increase of skilled
jobs in the work force~

S.

Need for more engineers and technicians to design,
build, and install automatic machinery and control
devices.

Mintures of two assumed effects of automation:
1.

That the skills within many job categories, parti~ularly jobs of operators and maintenance men, will
increase ..

2.

That the proportion of skilled jobs in the factory
will increase.

Finally, if these trends have serious impact on the
industrial society, two more assumptions are implied:
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3.

That the shifting of employees to other jobs will
occur in numbers and percentages of major significance.

4.

That the shifting will require employees of such
high caliber that present personnel is either unemployable in the automated plant, or must undergo major retraining.4

Another "upgrading" effect of automation is that it will
create new kinds of skilled jobs.

These may require a dis-

tinctly superior education and training or demand significantly higher levels of comprehension and responsibility.
The total effect of automation on skill and education
requirements for workers will depend upon the duties required
by the automated system.
What Automation Means In The Study:
The writer is inclined to go along with those linguists
who hold that the true meaning of a word is that which it
achieves through general usage.

If general usage is to be

the arbiter, automation simply means an extension and refinement of industrial techniques which existed previously in a
particular plant, industry, or location.

Automation implies

the control of machines by machines, and not the · control of
machines by human operators~

In other words., automation is

an act or technique of making a manufacturing process fully
automatic by the use of machinery instead of human operation.
Thereby, parts or materials are moved in and out of machines
by highly mechanized manipulations.
4Rusinoff, op. cit., pp. 176-184.

CHAPTER II
THE IMPACT OF AUTOMATION ON CLERICAL TRAINING
The effect of automation on clerical training is of
vital concern to business educators.

The electronic data-

processing machines, with its amazing speed and versatility
will ultimately effect the office trainees.

New skills,

knowledges, and aptitudes will be required of clerical trainees in order to operate the electronic computers.

Since auto-

mation will decrease the need for low-level clerical work,
more efficient training of the students for clerical work is
a most worthy objective of business education.
The occupational classifications of office trainees
most likely to be involved and affected are listed in Table

I, page 16., which provides a breakdown of major categories.
The tremendous versatility of the automatic data-processing machines enables one to file, find., compute, and
summarize simultaneously.

As a result, these machines are

used to calculate,, tabulate, type or print such data as
sales analyses, payroll distribution and checks, invoices,
inventories , insurance statistics, marketing studies, personnel statistics, and so on, covering the entire field of
clerical, management, accounting, and financial operations.
Even a medium-sized system could handle billing, inventory,
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and sales analysis as a single operation. 5
In actual fact, then, the electronic computers are

ob-

viously capable of taking over most of the duties originally
performed by a large number of clerical workers, with the exception of those performed by secretaries, shipping and receiving clerks, and such workers in the "Others" category as
recptionists, mail carries, mail clerks, messengers, assistants, etc.

So it would seem that a substantial number of

the labor force, mostly those in the "Clerical, n.e.c. (not
elsewhere classified)" group may confront eventual unemployment a s the result of the installation of automatic office
equipment,. unless, of course, they can be retrained to operate
the new machines.
Data-processing machines are designed to eliminate highly
routine and repetitive jobs presently performed by the relatively unskilled general clerical workers.

Representative

Elmer J. Holland of Pennsylvania predicted in a report to the
White House that machines will take over the jobs of 4 to 5
million office and clerical workers in the next five years.
Representative Holland also estimated that automation in the
past five years eliminated 25 per cent of the office and
6
clerical jobs.
:M ost of these jobs probably were on the
lowest level of office and clerical work, which unskilled
office and clerical workers occupied.

~

5
Hale Jordan, "Automation and Business Education," BusiEducation World, 36:20, 23, April, 1956.
. 6

"Machines to Fill Five Million Jobs?" U. S. News and
Report, 50:94, February 13, 1961.
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The use of automation in a business would probably vary
inversely with the number of workers on the payrolls.

Only

11 per cent of those businesses employing 100 persons or less
are using automation today as compared with some 30 per cent
among businesses with 500 or more on their payrolls.

In order

to see what clerical employment statistics really mean to
teachers who are training clerical workers, it is important
to examine the number of business enterprises in the United
States grouped according to the number of workers they employ.
Table II, page 16, shows that 98.2 per cent of all business enterprises employ 99 people or less in all occupational
classifications; only 1.8 per cent of American businesses
employ more than 100 workers.

Moreover, considering only those

businesses that employ 19 workers or less, the small businesses
still account for 90.7 per cent or 2,658,151 business enterprises, which is quite certain, will not be in the market for
automated office equipment now or in the near future.

In most

cases, the small businesses jost are not large enough to need
automation or to afford it.
It is also probably' reasonable to assume that these
2,568,151 businesses with 19 workers or less employ a total of
approximately 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 clerical workers, considerably less than 50 per cent of the total clerical labor force,
which is 6,894,374.

In other words, only 9.3 per cent of all

business enterprises employ more than SO per cent of the total
clerical working force.

Unfortunatley, the investigator was
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unable to find any official figures that indicate the exact
number of clerical workers employed by size of establishments;
so, the investigator must make assumptions.

The above assump-

tions are based on the fact that, although a very large number
of those 2,685,151 business enterprises with 19 workers or
less-----garages, restaurants, soda fountains, groceries, clothing
shops, butcher shops, hotels, etc. employ no clerical help at
all, a substantial number of small business enterprises do employ
one, two, and more clerical workers.

As a matter of fact, there

are probably tons of thousands of commercial, financial and
mercantile establishments composed almost exclusively of clerical
personnel.

The great majority of clerical businesses who have

clerical trainees are relatively few in number.

The verifica-

tion of this assumption lies in the fact that, since the majority
of workers of all occupational classifications are employed by
the relatively small number of giant business enterprises employing 100 workers or more, the ~ajority of clerical workers
are also employed by the same large business enterprises.

For

instances, the 1959 Statistical Abstract lists enterprises of
the United States-

It also indicates that of a total of 267,000

manufacturing establishments employing a total of 15,944,379
workers in 1950, at the lower employment., the're were 255.,.396
businesses with 1 to 249 workers employing a total of 6,,085,376
workers, and at the upper employment, there were only 11,502
businesses with 250 and more workers employing a total of
9,859,003 workers.

Some 587 businesses with 2,500 employees
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or more accounted for 3,185,564 workers.
A very large number of workers classified in Table I,
page 16, a.s bookkeepers, stenographers, typists, and secretaries are probably employed in the 2,685,151 small businesses
with 19 workers or less.

Comparatively few "Clerical n.e.c."

workers will be found in small business offices; the bulk
of this huge group works in large offices, which have introduced most of the widespread use of automation in industry.
In addition, it is also a fact that most bookkeepers, stenographers, typists, and secretaries, working in small offices,
perform many of the duties subsumed under the the "Clerical
n.e.c." classification, such as filing, billing, record keeping, etc.
There are some implications of these cited figures for
business education in terms of specific clerical areas of
training.

These figures indicate quite clearly that there

will be a continuing demand for trained specialized clerical
workers such as bookkeppers, typist, stenographers, and secretaries, although the group will be adversely affected to .some
extent by automation.

The greatest impact of automation will

probably be on those in the general clerical classifications. 7
The effect of automation on specific areas of business
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education training is stated below.
Secretarv:
The secretary will be the business education graduate
least affected by automation.

The secretary will basically

act as the "front" for her employer.

Of course, the secretary

will meet Integrated--Electronic Data Processing changes at
every phase of secretarial work.

She will constantly come

into contact with Integrated-Electronic Data Processing personnel, and terminology relating to the data processing system.

New machines will confront her everywhere.

Increasingly,

the secretary will be used and classified as a junior executive.

The secretaryts shorthand will be more and more as a

personal-use skill.
The future secretary will have to be trained in such a
way that she will be able to work in the automated of£ice. 8
Stenographer:
The stenographer is much more likely to find changes,
particularly in those businesses maintaining stenographic
pools.

The small businessmant who employes less that 50 per

cent of the total clerical workers today, needs and will continut to need a general-purpose stenographer who does many
things.

Today, tpae machines are replacing the stenographer's

contact with the dictator.
develop increasingly.

This process will continue to

Probably, one day an automatic machine

8
E. Danna Gibson, "Office Automation: How it will Affect
Business Education In The Future," The Balance Sheet, 39: 102,
November., 1957.
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may be constructed in such a way to take dictation and, as
well, translate it into mailable form simultaneously.
Already the typewriter without a tape attachment is vanishing, just as the manual keyboard is vanishing because of
the electric typewriter.

Machine transcriptionists are being

hired and trained or retrained in ever-increasing numbers.
Many of these machine transcriptionists are probably producing
punched tapes at the same time typed copy from the material
transcribed is being produced.

If true, these tapes can be

used whereever this same material is needed, making the human
rehandling of those data unnecessary. 9
Typist:
While many stenographers will become machine transcriptionists, it is the typist who will supply the largest numbers
of transcriptional workers.

:Many stenographers will consider

transcription work a demotion, while for the typist this new
position will be a promotion, both in pay and in status.
Electric typewriters are becoming standard in most offices for
one thing.

Many of these electric machines already have punch-

ed or electronic tape a ttachrnen:tS , iri order simultaneously to
produce input media for integrated devices or electronic machines
while making a typed copy.

The increased pay and the increased

tooling costs imply that the typist will have to be trained to
type faster and more accurately than ever before.

Any infor-

mation used as input for integrated or electronic machines must

TARLE II:

NUMBER OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

IN UNITED STATES BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT_,_
(Statistical Abstract of the U. s., 1959)~

No. of Employees

Number of
Enterprises

Enterprises,
Total No.

%of

Cumulative % of
Total Enterprises

0 - 3

1,684,482

57.S

57.S

4 - 7

597,295

20.4

77.9

8 -19

376,374

12.8

90.7

20 -49

165,145

5.6

96.3

so -99

57,245

1.9

98.2

100 -249

32,283

1.1

99.3

250 -499

10,307

.4

99.7

8,053

.3

100.0

2,931,184

100.0

500 -up

Totals

,:,All employee classifications as of 1953

TABLE I: PERCENT OF CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS,
MALE AND FEMALE, AS COMPARED TO THE TOTAL
OF OFFICE WORKERS FOR THE UNITED STATES IN 1950
(Statistical abstract of the United States, 1959)

% of_,_
Total¥

Male

% of
Total

Female

% of
Total

720,997

11.0

164,748

2.4

556,229

8.6

Stenographers,
Typists, Secretaries 1,589,480

23.0

88,~90

1.3

1,501,090

21.7

Total Male
and Female

Occu:Q_ations
Bookkeepers

Telephone Operators

357,661

5.1

16,155

.2

341,706

4.9

Shipping and Receiving
Clerks

284,491

4.1

264,608

3.8

19,883

.3

Office-Machine
Operators

142,066

2.1

25,149

.4

116,917

1.7

226,428

3.4

42,842

.7

183,586

2.7

2,929,698

42.5

1,489,988

21.6 · 1,439,710

20.0

643,373

9.3

510,730

7.4

132,643

1.9

6,894,374

100.0

2,603,610

37.7

4,291,784

62.3

Cashiers
Clerical, n.e.c •
Others:::::::::::

Totals

.....,.....
,...,........

,,,

• :ro the nearest tenth
'""'Not elsewhere classified, includes such clerical duties as payroll, billing, led, ,ger work, filing, figuring, ordering, recordkeeping, etc.
,,<:::o,'Includes agents; various types of medical, dental, and library assistants, bank
tellers, bill collectors, mail carriers, mail clerks, messengers and office boys,
telegraph messengers, etc •
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be absolutely correct.

Errors, of course, will occur, but

every error can be fantastically costly.

With electronic

machines handling one or two million digits a second, any
error can be multiplied many times.
Large businesses with sub-assembly housed~ branches,
sub-contractors, and similar groups tied by leased wire will
use punched tapes to send the places required data by means
of transceiver units or teletypewriters.

Further handling of

those data by the home or branch office will be unncessary.
Machines will read these tapes . and produce copies or instructions, or both, or even duplicates of the original tapes as
d~sired.

Mistakes, of course, can emerge large in such in-

tegrated data processing.

Proofreading of hhgh caliber at

the time a tape is produced is a requirement for all typists,
as well as original accuracy to decrease the need for corrections.

The typist will be upgraded, and, of cource, it will
be a different job, too. 1O
Salesman:
The traveling salesm~n is most likely to be affected by
the machine transcription program, as may any executive who
travels a great deal with little opportunity to return to the
company's office.

More and more of these people very likely

will be taking lightweight, portable, battery-powered tape

recorders along on trips,

Some of these lightweight, port-

able tape recorders will be electrical.

Orders, instuuctions,
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contracts, and many other things will be recorded directly
onto tape at the source or in a hot.e l room later.

These tapes

will be sent to the office for transcription and for the production of tapes as input media for other machines.
Behind-the-counter salesmen are already being affected
by the Integrated Data Processing System.

On the Market

there are large devices, known as the American Airline~s
Reservisor, which make possible the accurate selling of seats
without jeopardy of overlapping sales. 11
File Clerk:
The present system of filing will change.

Today's file

clerks probably will not be able to recognize much of the
equipment that will be used to house tapes, punched or electric.

New types of filing cabinets are being developed to

house the various new t~pes of input media on the electronic
machines.

More and more of the new filing equipment will

appear on the market.

However, the filing equipment is only

one of the file clerkfs forthcoming problems.

New systems of

filing will probably have to be devised.
Many data will be stored on large random-access memory
devices and be available in printed form only, by means of
high speed ptinters.

Ho~ever, those data, most of the time,

will have no visible means of support.

In many cases, only

the input information and its updated upput form, if any,
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will be capable of being filed.

Of course, this filing

system will not be developed over night, as it will take much
education to get people to accept the printed product of a
tape, or magnetic core memory, as a visible record.
it will emerge.

However,

Also, there may be a diminution of records

in one area and increases in another.

According to the

National Records Management Association, electronic machines
may increase the demand for records. 12
Accountant and Bookkeeper
The accounting systems as established in many businesses
today will be vitally affected.

The retail clerk, accountant

and bookkeeper are mutually going to be affected by automation.

The sales clerk, using a revised form of the charge-

a-plate, will simultaneously produce a punched tape and a sales
slip or make changes by direct wire in some storage media of
the magnetic core memory tapes.

By either method, the cus-

tomer's account will be updated and the item sold deducted
from the inventory, all without the aid of a clerk or bookkeeper.

Besides, in the future all credit services may be funnel-

ed through a common billing institution (probably a bank, such

as already being done to an extent by the Texas National Bank
of Houston, ~nd the Mainland Bank and Trust Company of Texas
City), a master tape of all sales transactions in a store may
be sent to the institution and there used to make out the bills
that will be sent to customers serviced by this central agency.
12

Ib1.'d •. pp. 102-103.
F
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Again, little or no human assistance will be necessary.
Punched tapes and a computer will keep all records correctly.
When a customer pays a bill, the punched card sent with
the statement (or that is the statement, with a tear-off stub
as a receipt) is returned to the sender.

This is now being

done for many insurance company premiums (such as the Great
Southern Life Insurance Company, and the Golden State Mutual
Life Insurance Company), and many other companies (such as
J.C. Penny Company, Inc., Foley, Sears and Roebuck, Gulf
Oil Corporation.,. and the Motor Company of New York) ..

This

returned card will credit the customerts account and that of
the store originally involved in the transcation with little
human effort expended.

Thus, most bookkeeping trainees have

probably already begun to worry about the bookkeeping profession.
In addition to the changes mentioned, others may be
developing in the accounting systemsr field.

Many system

economists feel that the trained accountant has not done a
good job of systematization ..

If the accountant does not

~ystematize work properly, the systems economy will do the
job for him. To get data into the proper work flow for maximum computer use will require major changes in accounting
systems as established in many businesses today ..
Another example of the bookkeeping and clerical changes
that are developing is the one taking place in the payroll
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area.

More and mo~e employees are punching clocks that

produce a tab input card or affect some memoty device, this
eliminates routine clerical and bookkeeping jobs.

No longer

will this information be transferred to individual accounts,
figured for payroll purposes, or checks made out by human .
beings.

All this will be done by tapes and/or machines which

will print out checks · completely filled in with all necessary
information at the rate of approximately 12,000 or more an
hour.
The accountant will have to devise , new means of preparing statements from electronic tapes and high speed printers
outputc

In order to audit an electronic tape, or a random

access memory device the accountant will have to learn the
new techniques involved, and acquire an understanding of how
these electronic computers operate.
A new era is being developed for the accountant.

It may

be that the accountant will have to assume other duties and
responsibilities in order to maintain a position of authority.
The bookkeeper and the junior accountant will definitely have
to learn new skills.
One of the skills the bookkeeper/accountant might well
look into is that of planner and programmer, e.g., the work
of setting up the system under which a computer operates and
prepares the input data necessary.

As a planner, an individ-

ual would be concerned with work flow.

The planner will have

to make certain that dat~ 'reach the computer in the most econ-
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omical manner and see that problems of work flow are solved.
As a programmer, an individual would flow~chart the process
by which data reach a computer and write up the detailed program necessary for translation into machine input.

Of course, all office workers will need to know how a
computer operatest how data must reach a computer, and how
to program these data for most efficient use.

While all office

employees may never become planners of programmers, they will
be involved in the flow of data through the office, and ignorance of the over-all principles and procedures of Integrated
Electronic Data Processing can slow down work, create errors,
and even cost the office worker his or her job. 13
Machine Operators:
The work of the machine operator may be adversely affect-

ed by large computers.

Hours or days of work on a calculator

can be done in a few minutes on a large computer.

The economy

can probably expect from large businesses approximately 50
per cent fewer calculating machine operators, typists, punched
card operators, and file clerks by 1969. 14

An electronic data-processing machine said to be able to
do the work of 10 keyboard punch operators was demonstrated
in Washington, D. C.

The device electronically scans printed

13 Ibid., pp. 103-104.
14Ibid., p. 104
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pages, punches the information onto a tape.

The device has

a reading rate of 240 characters a second.
laborious translation of raw data. 15

This eliminates

However, machine operators will still be needed for some
time in small businesses in Integrated Data Processing situations (those with punched tape attachments)s in those routines
where data lend to automation, and where a statistician or
mathematical worker needs to supplement the mental work with
many calculations.
There will be a demand for Integrated-Electronic Data
Processing workers.

Already thousands of Integrated Data

Processing pieces of equipment have been installed in businesses.

Many of these devices can be operated by present workers

on the job with little training.

Some devices may require

more than a little training to operate.

However, operation

of the machine is not the big problem; it is knowing how to
use that machine to the best advantage of the business that
is the problem.

Good communications between machines by means

of punched tapes only just does not occur.

Someone must con-

struct the systems under which machines are to operate and
see that the machines opera~e properly.

This is the type of

work into which business graduates with good Integrated
Electronic Data Processing background should comtemplate
15
nMachine That Does Work of 10 People," : u. §.. News
World Report, 50:16, February 13, 1961.
:_
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entering.

Who knows better how a business operates than the

office worker well acquainted with all areas through the office
services supplied to all parts of the business.

As for the Electronic-Data Processing equipment, it has
been estimated that by 1966, ten-thousand large computers will
be in operation, and that one-hundred and seventy thousand men
will be needed to operate these machines.

are

In addition there

already thousands of medium and small-sized computers of

.
.
. b usiness.
. .
16
various
mak es operating
in

In brief, this implies

that there will be a continuing demand for Integrated-Electronic Data Processing machine operators.
Office :M anager:
The technological improvement in office equipment, coupled
with the coming of integrated data processing and automation
will necessitate changes in certain managerial jobs, or the
office manager's jobs~

There will be two kinds of changes

most likey to affect the office manager, those changes have
the effect of increasing the manager's responsibilities, and
those that tend to reduce the manager's dutiese
Today, many businesses use punched card equipment to
classify sales and production information and to summarize
it so that decisions can be quickly and accuratley made by

office managers.

Computers have also proved worthwile in

data processing, therefore, they are used to prepare payrolls,
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analyze sales trends, report production progress, and to
perform many other operations for managerial purposes.

Elec-

tronic computers of the calculator type, solve problems of
production scheduling and sales forecasting.

Electronic com-

puters of the memory type permit storage of detailed inventory
records and similar data that must be preserved for reference. 17
The growing emphasis in business on operations research has
added to the usefulness of digital computers in the management
decision-making process.
The increasing advances in automation and integrated data
pr ocessing will demand better office managers and a higher
ratio of office managers to operate personnel.

Office managers

old and new, will be required to possess superior knowledge
of the relationships among sales forecasting by automatic contrivances, research and process engineering based upon the
programming and controlling of factors translated into signals
and sensing as contrasted with present plans and schedules that
are laid out in traditional writing.

Managers will also need

great skill in social leadership in order to maintain a wellcoordinated team of assistants.

Along with all of these ned

demands, managers will have the advantage of essential information quickly at their disposal with which to make decisions. 18
In addition, automation and integrated data processing
17
E. H. MacNiece, Production Forecasting. Planning and
Control (New York: John Wiley and Son, Inc., 1957}, pp.52-54.
18 Ibid.
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will necessitate further training on the part of the managers.
Managers will not necessarily need to understand the theory
behind computer operation, but managers must have a comprehension of the internal working of computers--awareness of
what these machines can do; what kinds of problems they can
solve.

A comprehension of the internal working of computers

will help the manager in determining the type and size of computers, indicated for his particulat company.

The use of such

modern equipment has also meant a change in the aproach to many
of the complex management problems in business.
manager of today and the future must have

The office

a broad understand-

ing of the business procedures in sales, manufacturing, and
distribution that can take advantage of speed equipment simultaneously without seriously disturbing the balancing power in
the manufacturing, sales and marketing departments.

Managers

must understand the emphasis on quantification of the many
factors involved in making a decision.

Finally, managers must

be able to analyze the interpret the results of computations
that are administered by computers.

Only in this way the

manager can keep abreast of the latest trends and developments.
Naturally, the manager will have trained staff people who will
handle a techincal detail but the manager must be able to communicate effectively with the staff in order to manage those
people who actually do the work of developing procedures and
programming the computers.
Unless the manager understands the terminology of the field,
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will not be able to do so~
Furthermore, for managers of the future, a background
in mathematics will become increasingly more important.
Rudiments of algebra, calculus, and statistics (particularly
probability theory) will become a necessity.

The emphasis

in all cases will be on the application of these tools to
decision making via the scientific method.

However, in many

cases the scope of the proglem will be such that a digital
computer will be necessary to handle the problem efficiently.
In these cases, the machine seemingly performs prodigies.
But, its performance is only as good as the planning and programming that is fed into the machine.

The use of and appli-

cation of such equipment will require extensive planning and
programming. 19
It seems that the cahnges in the duties and responsibilities of office managers will require a higher degree of managerial skills.

The office manager will evolve from

a work

dispatcher of work supervisor to a well-trained, highly skilled
executive with the potential to advance to a higher level of
management.,
These changes are particularly significant to educators
responsible for curricular revision in office.management
and the business teacher.

An office management curriculum,

193 1m
. Rosenzwe1.g.,
.
"Q
.
.
.
uant1.tat1.ve
Management Preparation
For Automation in Business," Collegiate News and Views, 10:
1-3, December, 1956.
-- --
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and the nanagerial skills suitable five years ago, seemingly
no longer suffice in a complex business world where changes
are so rapidly taking place.
As for the total office employment force, it seems that
automation will reduce the number of office workers required
at the lower level, but it will not elinimate the need for
clerical workers completely.

Routine workers will be required

to feed data into the integrated-electronic data processing
machines.

As these machines become meer efficient and as we

learn how to use these machines better we will process far
more data than we do presently.

More data will be proces~ed

because business now operates at marginal efficiency and
because of the increase in population.

A basic element in

creating even a marginal degree of scientific accuracy in
business is the development of data upon which to attain more
adequate means of prediction.

Hence, ten years from now we

will know much better what is happennng and what will happen
in economic life than we do at present.

Ten years from now

we will do much better jobs in the routine process of business
such as clearing checks, billing customers, paying salaries,
etc.

All of these activities will require thousands of routine

workers to feed the machines and use the output of these
machines.

This trend will not be complete, many smaller

businesses will continue to operate without much change.

Many

banks still make entries of customer deposits, withdrawals, and
interest by hand.

Many business letters and statements are
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still written in longhand.
On the other hand, to the extent to which teachers train
clerical students to be more efficient will they help get
students out of the lowest level of clerical work.

Non-aca~

demic students can do efficient clerical work and do it well
once they have been properly trained. 20

20

Hebert A. Tonne, "Will Office Automation Eliminate The
Need F?r The Clerical Training Course?" Journal of Business
Education, 34:280-281, April, 1959
_ - - - - -- - - - - ~

CHAPTER III
THE IMPACT OF AUTOMATION ON BUSINESS EDUCATION TEACHERS
The supply of technically-trained graduates must be
greatly increased.

It seems that training may have to be-

gin at the high school level.

The acceptance of such train-

ing however,, will require p_roper ly mo ti va ted students.

The

motivation and guidance of youth in particular careers is
almost an untouchable aspect of the 'field of a ducation.
One of the major obstacles confronting industry and
science at the present is the lack of young graduates to
carry on the present advances and assist in future developments.

There is a growing deficit in the supply of quali-

fied workers needed for this new era of change.

Yet, each

year., fewer high school and college students are taking
courses wiich will· help qualify them for jobs in automation.
Educational work is a dedicated profession.

Educators

I

cannot shirk their responsibilities, they must help train
qualified graduates to meet the increased demands of this
changing world.
Business education is being affected drastically, by
automation; and by the many other inventions that have caused
new equipment and new systems to enter business offices.
Graduates of today and in the future will have to c,o mpete in
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this changing world, whether business teachers prepare them
for it or not.
What are these changes that are so vital to business
teachers and students?

First of all, and probably most

important, is the type of worker that more and more business
offices are requiring.

Much of the routine work in some offices

is already being done by machines.

Data are captured at the

time they enter the business and are handled by machines,. at
high speeds, with great accuracy, from then on.

More and more

low-level shuffling of figures and paper, and low-speed copying of information are becoming antiquated.

If business stu-

dents are not going to be doing the low-ability, minimalentrance-skill jobs, what would students of business training
be doing?
Graduates of tomorrow will probably be handling data by
capturing them on the proper mechanical devices at their source.
Also, future graduates will be working with the tremendous
quantity of data that will be pouring from the high-speed
printers now is use in business.

Since top executives cannot

afford to be smothered in a mass of overwhelming printed data,
it would be necessary for highly skilled workers to take these
data, summarize, and make statistical analyses of them.
At present, these are not jobs that most high school
business graduates can ever attain.

Many of the students

in business education classes have been dumped there by counselors who feel that these youngsters are not capable of going
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on to college.

In the past, business teachers have been able

to provide many of these students with low-level skills and
knowledge of low-level jobs; but these jobs are disappearing.
In other words, automation in business education will demand
better quality students than ever before in business classes--those who almost certainly will go to college, and will have
a four-year business program added to the qualities and skills
that high school business teachers are able to provide.
and more of these quality students will be needed.

More

High school

business teachers will have to put forth every effort to get
even a minimal number into high school business departments.
The first reason why the training of business students
will have to change is that a whole new series of jobs will
probably develop for the business graduates as a result of
the new machines that are coming on the market.

A representa-

tive of International Business Machines has stated that by 1966
there will be 10,000 large computers in use in business, for
which approximately 170,000 new type workers will be needed
for operation and maintenance, and this is only one type of
machine.

Many of these jobs will be in the clerical phase of

business education.
Another reason is that high school business teachers
will have to change teaching methods and subject matter so
that business students can learn to think, learn to see systems and mathemtical relationships, and learn to solve business problems that are within their present ability and knowledge.
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Thirdly, textbooks will have to be revised drastically
to include new knowledge and skills.
alone would be great,

The vocabulary change

These new type of equipment and new

methods require a language all their own.

Business education

teachers will have to teach this new language.
Fourthly, changed business methods and changed business
skills will call for changed business teachers.

The shift

would have to start on the college level, in the preparation
of business teachers.

Present teachers would have to make as

great an adaptation to these changes as time, money,. and energy
will permit.
Finally,. all of the changes in business education means
that persons in business education are confronted with the
greatest challenge in history.

It may be that the persons in

business education either answer this challenge affirmatively
or be cast a·s ide.

This revolution is not one that any indi-

vidual or single group of individuals can accomplish on their
own •.
The revoluti~n in business iducation means that all
business education associations, leaders.,, and publishers will
have to unite in their efforts~ 1 One of the worst deficiencies of
business education is the lack of unified organizations to attack
the automation problem and to

make common recommendations on

what to include in a given subject area,. what to be taught
21

Maxwell, .2£· cit., pp. 23-26.
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within present framework of knowledge and ability.
Business educators must admit the fact that job changes
are ahead, and that higher skill are required as a result of
these changes.

Many present workers will have to be retrained.

The present courses of study will have to be revamped to some
extent, but only after careful research has indicated what
must be done.
Teachers in business education will have to act as
leaders in getting schools to establish Integrated-Electronic
Committees.

The functions of these committees would be to

keep teachers informed on needed knowledge about automation
and organize discussion and training groups to provide the
type of background and ability the teachers in the various schools
need.

Also, it would be the function of these committees to

encourage and help teachers find out how Integrated-Electronic
Data Processing is going to affect various teaching areas.
And finally these committees would be instrumental in seeing
that needed courses in adult education are established end
needed curriculum changes made.22
The changes in the organization and curricula of business
education come about slowly; there seems always to be a time
lag between changes in business offices and changes in the
school program preparing workers for these offices.
this lag is inevitable.
the change in the office.
22G.b
1

Perhaps

The lag in education tends to retard
For instance, a stenographer who

son,~· cit., pp. 104-105.
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has spent considerable time and effort in school learning a
~ystem of manual shorthand is unlikely to become enthusiastic
about typing letters from a transcribing machine.

In a period

when good clerical employees are hard to secure, the employer
is apt to cater to the wishes of his employees.

Simultaneously,

the difficulties encountered by the employer in securing good
employees to meet the needs of his business make him more willing to automatize his operations whenever that becomes possible.
Another deterrent to automation is the change in economic
acitivity.

Presently, in certain phases of our economy, busi-

ness expansion is slowing down.

This very likely is temporary

but it tends to slow down the rapid changes prophesied in office
procedures.
Of course, change in the office has been accelerated; it
will be a long time before the types of jobs for which training is now being administered in the schools will be nonexistent.

In other words, the point here is that business teachers

must be aware of change but they should not discard the present
programs in operations entirely just because a "revolution" is
in progress.
I

Vocational business education teachers should continue
to question whether or not their students are finding jobs
after completing their formal education for which they have
been prepared.
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Four Basic Areas of Teaching:
In considering automation and its impact on business
education, it is necessary to examine some of the business
courses now being taught and attempt to determine whether
or not the courses may still be justified if and when offices
become more completely automated.

The "big four" of the

business curriculum in terms of present enrollments are typewriting , bookkeeping, shorthand, and general business.
Typewriting.

Although faster methods of communication

have been developed, the business letter still occupies an
importan t place in communication of the business world.

The

automatic typewriter has located a place for itself in business but its use is strictly limited.

The individual, per-

sonalized business letter will continue to be used.

When

several , per haps hundreds, of copies are needed, the master
copy will be prepared on the typewriter.

In addition to all

this, the personal-use values will probably continue to grow
in popularity, the teaching of typewriting will also continue
to be an important phase of business education in the future.
Bookkeeping.

The teaching of bookkeeping has been evol-

ved from a method which emphasized the skills of penmanship,
ruling lines, balancing accounts, the other specific skills.
The understanding of the bookkeeping process receives major
emphasis.'

Memorization of detailed rules for debiting and

crediting has influenced emphasis on the understanding of
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the concepts of involvede

Bookkeeping is excellent as a

medium for learning about business transactions and their
effect on profits and management.
The principles of double-entry bookkeeping will probably not change, but the practical applications of those
principles in many business offices will be considerably
different.

Therefore, it will be -more important for the

emphasis in teaching to be on principles rather than on details of obselete procedures.

The understanding and inter-

pretation of reports, however :. they may be prepared, will continue to be important.

The function of business papers, books

of original entry, ledgers, registers, and other bookkeeping
materials should be understood regardless of whether they are
prepared automatically by machine or by hand.
Even when automation is not in the existence, the beginrifn~f office, worker rarely takes a job in which he is able to
use the exact bookkeeping procedures and forms used while
studying bookkeeping in school.

For the office worker to make

a good adjustment he must have learned the significance of the
materials to be studied and the principles underlying theis use.
With the additional use of automated machinery it becomes even
more important that bookkeeping trainees understand the basic
principles of procedures.

It is the teacher's responsibility

to see that this understanding is not obscured by over-emphasis
on insignificant details.

To accomplish this, it may help to

make visits to business offices that are using modern equipment
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for the bookkeeping procedures, or to set up bulletin boards
showing how the machine fits into the picutre.

Attempting to

get equipment into the school would probably be uneconomical.
For the past several years there has been at least in
some parts of the country, a tendency to think that one year
of bookke·eping study is sufficient for high school students.
The increased difficulty of understanding procedures when
machines are used is an argument in favor of retaining or
23
restoring a second year of bookkeeping study.
Automation will not eliminate the need for an understanding of double-entry bookkeeping or for the need to
under s tand the maaning of financial statements.

Until the

need for these have been eliminated, the teaching of bookkeeping (or elementary accounting) to prospective business
workers should be continued.

Of course, there is a need to

improve the content and methodology of bookkeeping, but until
the improvement develops, teachers had better teach as best
with what they have.

Bookkeeping well taught is still an

excellent introduction to business practice.

Automation will

change the details of entry making, but not the fundamental
concepts.
23.,. ·1
di ton C. Olson, "The Effect of Automation On Business

Teachers,"

Balance Sheet.,, 39:252-254.,, February.,, 1958 ..
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Shorthand.

The endless lists of stenographers-and-

secretaries-wanted indicates that shorthand competency is
still the best skill for a girl who wants a job at high
school graduation.

The prospects of automation do not seem

to contain any elements which will eliminate the office
worker who can write shorthand.

Although dictating machine

companies have enjoyed prosperous years, the applicant for
an office job who can take shorthand at a reasonable rate
of speed and can transcribe her notss reasonably well has
no difficulty securing a good office job.

To be certain,

sometimes she may not get a chance to use her shorthand very
much.

The point here is that automation has not eliminated

the need for shorthand learning, but it has reduced the use
of shorthand by stenographers-secretaries in their jobs.
Only shorthand technique and instruction has changed and will
continue to change.

More and more people probably will be

using dictating machines of some sort ten years from now
even as more do now than did ten years ago.

Just as for other

office workers, additional understanding will be needed by
the stenographer.

New terms, such as integrated data process-

ing, programming, feedback, and univac will need to be learned.
The stenographer will need to learn how to get along with
machines as well as with people.

To conclude,, it seems that

the need for shorthand study is here to stay.
General Business.

The term general business refers to

many different types of courses with many different objectivese
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Some general business courses are aimed directly at the consumer of business goods and services; others at the producer
of these goods and services.

In either case, the progress of

automation in the office, in the factory, and in the store
becomes an additional area of study and discussion.
If the course is a basic business course for students
who later specialize in business, an introduction to a study
of the functions of machines in the office is important.

If

one of the purposes of the course is to provide a means for
educational and vocational guidance, it is important that
the new set of job possibilities opened up by automation be
premeditated.
Above all, it is important that students, regardless
of their vocational objectives, understand that the possibilities for a higher standard of living are increased whenever machines can attack the uninspiring, repetitive · jobs
in the office.
This additional task, administered with practical
illustrations and personal observations by the students,
makes the teaching of general business courses more difficult, but simultaneously, more essential and worthwhile.
The teaching of other business subjects will also be
affected by the progress. of automation.

The office practice

course, for instance, often serves as a final job preparation
experience given just before graduation.

The content of of-

fice practice courses has not been standardized.

In some
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courses skills in operating certain office machines are
developed.

These machines often include the typewriter, ma-

chine transcribers, duplicating machines of various types,
and adding and calculating machines.

Filing is also an

important phase of many of these courses.

A section of the

course is usually devoted to a study of office practice and
procedures.
The need for these types of training will continue.
Although some automatized systems now do not use punch card
equipment, the development of skills on punch equipment should
be given some consideration.

The study of office practice

and procedures must recognize the changes in office procedures
caused by the development of automation.
There probably will be an even greater need for understanding the basic legal principles involved in business
transactions and in employer-employee relationships as automation progresses in business.

Cooperative work experience

programs will become more essential as it becomes sore difficult to approximate the office situation in the classroom.
Far from making business education obsolete, the coming
of automation into the office work will make the work of
business teachers more necessary than ever before, more challenging, and more vital.

There will be more and bigger head-

aches, more need to keep abreast of the times, and greater
opportunities than ever before for the world of business
the students, and for the teachers.

'

for

So it is important that
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the business teacher assess the change with calmness and
.
11·igence. 24
inte

Automated Teaching Machines:
A teaching machine is defined as a device that presents
a. series · of problems or questions to the learner and then
informs him immediately whether each response is correct
before instigating the next item.

The simplest machine

looks like a small cash register.

A question appears in

a wind.ow with four or five possible answers.

The student

selects the answer he thinks is correct and presses the
corresponding lever.

If his response is correct, a new

question appears, if it is wrong he must continue to make new
responses until he gets the right one.

A card may appear in

the ·window to inform the learner why his answer is incorrect.
Some of these machines, which might more accuratley be
called "self-teaching devices," are much more complicated
and require the student to write out his answer, after which
the correct answer appears for comparison with his own • . The
sequence of questions may be prepared in such a way that each
one builds upon what has already been learned, so that the
learner may begin with little or no knowledge of a subject
and end with a thorough apprehension of it.
According to Dr. B. F. Skinner, of Harvard University
there are four cardinal rules of this new approach of teaching:
1.

24

The student must be both alert and busy.
respond at every step.

01son, .2.ll• cit., pp. 254-286.

He must
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2.

The material must be controlled as such, so that
the student is given only one small step at a time;
is not forced to swallow large chunks of complex
material at one glup.

3.

Each item of information must come in order so that
the student has the necessary background information
to understand it completely and easily.

4.

The student must know right away whether or not
his answer is correct.25

Allies of the new concept advocate that teaching machines will, among other ,things:

(1): result in better

learning by all students; (2} help solve the problem of the
more gifted student by allowing each student to proceed at
his own best pace; (3) lower the cost of education per pupil;
and (4) help elleviate the teacher shortage.
The teaching of machines seems to be an ideal device for
putting the rules of learning to work.

It can be programmed

to give the information in small, well-planned steps.

It

can also quiz the student after presenting each new bit of
information, and this constant querying would keep the student 100 per cent occupied and attentive.

Also, it has some

of the traits of an ideal teacher; for one thing, it has
indefinite patience, if the learner gets the wrong answer the
machine does not scold or threaten but neither does it tolerate error.

It just sits there and looks back at the learn-

er until he solves the problem or answers the question correctly.
25

Ker_i Gilmore, "Teaching Machines---B.lessing or Curse?n
Science Digest, 49:77-80, February, 1961.
.
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But in spite of their many advantages, teaching
machines are tools to be used by the teacher, not substitutes
or replacements for the teacher.

These machines perform

spectacularly in drilling students on the many basic facts
which must be learned, including everything form multiplication tables to irregular French verbs.
One of the greatest shortcoming of a machines teacher
is that one cannot argue with it.

Therefore, whenever an

exchange of ideas between teacher and pupil is a part of the
learning process--whenever interpretations, controversy,
opinion, and discussion are involved, as in history, or
philosophy, e.g.--there is no substitute for the classroom
teacher.
Furthermore, most educators would probably cringe at
the thought of pupils taking their lessons day after day
from machines, just as they abhor the idea of learning only
from textbooks.

Students cannot learn to write or think

imaginatively from a machine only, nor can it develop
critical judgment.

Its role in the school of the future

will be to impart basic information and manual skills, leaving the instructor free for creative teaching.
Of course, like all new ideas, the concept of the
machine teacher has its critics.
one of the popular complaints.
sity for replacing the teacher. 11

"It is dehumanizing," is
"It is a horrible monstroNo vacuum tube will ever

understand a child is another critique.
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While this latter statement is undoubtly true, it is
also somewhat ·an insubordinated point.

Since the teaching

of a machine is only a tool of the new edµcational method, it
is no different in principle, and certainly no more inauspicious, than those other technological aids which have been
appearing more and more regualrly in the nation's classroom;
the tape recorder and the motion picture projector are
examples.
The skills of the psychologist, the educator, and the
specialist in the subject to be programmed must be blended
into the final product, when organizing and ' programming
special materials fo"r a teaching machine.
Among the subjects programmed so far are statistics,
computer arithmetic, algebra, modern mathematics, trigonometry, reading logic, psychology, beginning English,
spelling, critical reading, junior high English, French,
German, science, engineering, electronic chemistry, physics,
biology, and music.
Widespread use of these teaching machines will probably develop rapidly once the value of these devices has
received enthusiastic recognition.

Presently they are in

use in the school systems of Denver, Colorado; Evanston,
Illinois; Westpoint, Connecticut; Newton, Massachusetts; and
Manhasset, New York; in addition to many college-sponsored
programs. 26
The trend toward automated teaching is being blostered
26

.
Ke1_1 Gilmore, 11 Teaching Machines--Blessing or Curse?"
Science Digest, 49:77-80, February, 1961.
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by the National Defense Education Act, passed in the
post Sputnik excitement of 1958.

The act provides for

approximately $1,000,000 to be spent by 1962 to improve the
mental and manµal skills of United States youngsters.

Some

of the money being spetn for the development is for new
teaching machines.

State officials in California, for in-

stance, expected school districts there to use some of this
Federal money to purchase teaching machines, and therefore,
a written set of rules to govern such purchases were established.
Large grants from private groups will be aiding in the
development of automated teaching devices.

For instance, the

Ford Foundation gave a $204,000 grant to Hamilton College in
Clinton, New York, for the perfection of machines. 27
Although, automated teaching has been referred to as
a new concept, it is not entirely new.

Teaching machines

were used experimentally in the 192ors, but lacked acceptance.28

Furthermore, such educational aids as closed-circuit
television, motion pictures and tape recorded lectures
existed years ago.

But, unlike these older "one-way" com-

munication systems which emphasize mass instruction, with
27
Gene Bylinsky, "Robot Teachers,"
Vol. 25:1, August 8, 1960.
28 Gilmore,

·t
.211• £L•,
p. 77 •

Wall Street Journal
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the student merely a passive participant, the new concept of
automated teaching is designed for active participation by
the individual.

Sometimes these teaching machines can pro-

bably be extremely demanding.
It has been stated that it takes fifty years for a
new idea in education to reach classrooms.

Approximately

forty years have already elapsed since the time they were
used experimentally to demonstrate that students can learn
many things more quickly and easily with teaching machines
than in conventional ways.

This gives the school systems

approximately ten years to go.

CHAPTER IV
SUGGESTED COURSE CHANGES IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
There are certain changes that should be made in business classes and courses.

For one thing, many graduates will

have to be of a higher caliber than at present.

Business

students must be taught how to think logically.

Years ago

it was predicted that the next great change in business
textbooks would be toward problem solving.
much has happened.

So far, nothing

But the development of lo gical thinking

can better be done through problem-solving class work than
through lecture, or other similar methods.

On the college

level, a course, or several courses, in logic might be a
worth-while prerequistte.

Where feasible, classes should

be taught by the case method.
More ability to see mathematical relationships and to
solve business problems by mathematics should be the next
great step encountered.

Business, through statistical and

operational research methods, will make great use of mathematical ability.

In business teaching, instructors are

going to have to demand business arithmetic textbooks that
tell less about interest, percentage, etc., and more about
business problems that use basic principles of linear programming and matrix albegra in their solution.

Simple
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mathematical models along these lines probably would not
be beyond the comprehension of high school students.

Here,

reference is made to the kind of students that teachers will
have to attract in the future.

When automation will have

eliminated the routine clerical jobs, the idea of visioning
business classes as dumping grounds for misfits, for low
ability students, and for tired or lazy students, can no
longer be tolerated.

Business teachers should begin now

demanding and securing the highest quality students for entrance into their classes--no other types will probably be
wanted in a few years.
Machines are going to change.

More and more typewriters

will be electric and many of them, as well as many figuring
machines, will probably have punched-tape attachments for
producing tapes as a by-product of some point-of-origin job.
Greater accuracy, better proofreading, and higher speeds will
be necessary.

Business students will have to be familiar

with the many uses of tapes and how they must be handled, particularly in a filing situation.

The typist will have to

learn machine transcription as part of thei'r regular class
work.

Most of them will be doing this work sonner or later.

Shorthand should be played down as a vovational skill and
taught as a tool for taking notes.

There are very few people

who could not become more efficient on the job or at home
through a knowledge of personal-use shorthand.

This, of course,

will mean another revolution in the shorthand textbooks so
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that the basic skill needed for this purpose can be taught
in less time and with less effort.

It has been predicted

that one of these days as many persons will be taking personal-use shorthand as are now taking personal-use ty-pwriting.
Anyone teaching retailing subjects will probably also
have to teach Integrated Data Processing machines, particularly the use of punched-edge cards, punched tapes, punched
edge tapes, and many similar devices to control inventories
and to speed up the production of sales records.

This means

that the accountant and bookkeeper must know about these
things too.

Because a good system involves the proper rela-

tionships of all machines in a business, these two workers
will have to know when to use many types of one-shot writing
processes, all the way from pegboards to duplicating masters
as by-products of point of origin produced copy.
The list of changes is endless.

The best advice to

business teachers is to learn the following things and apply
them to their business classes to make the transition that
will be coming as painless as possible.
1.

Learn the principles of good system operations
and how they can be applied to business office
work.

2.

Learn how to operate as many office machines as
possible and t~e types of functions they can
perform.

3.

Learn the interrelationship of all machines and
how they can fit into a system to help achieve
the objectives of a business.
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4.

Learn how to be proficient in working with integrated data processing machines, of the punched
paper type particularly.

5.

Learn about electronic data processing machines;
what they can and what they cannot do; ~heir hardware; and how they will effect work flow in offices.

6.

Take a course in programming.

There are probably many things a teacher can do in her
classes.

With the above background, or without it, she can

at least counsel her students that changes are coming.

But

to enrich the calsses, she may:
1.

Show several films and filmstrips on Integrated-Electronic Data Processing.

2.

Invite local and visiting speakers to talk
to her classes; especially those who know
Integrated Data Processing or Electronic Data
Processing. Have them demonstrate new equipment as it comes on the market.

3.

Cut out materials and make Integrated-Electronic Data Processing bullentin boards.

4.

Read articles of interest on these topics.

5.

Attend conventions, programs, speeches, or
whatever the teacher can find that will enrich her background.

6.

Have students bring in materials and articles on Integrated-Electronic Data Processing topics . to class. Encourage them to make
bullentin board displays, reports to the class,
etc. Many of them probably have access to
material that the teacher could never get otherwise. They know people whom the teacher would
never meet. Direct work in this field by students will soon produce signs of interest in what
is going on.

7.

Create class · jobs that will tie together the
equipment on hand,so that students can begin
to see the interrelationship of machines and
systems at least this much.
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8.

Teach by the case method, the problemsolving method, or whatever method is considered best that will make students think,
and act logically.

9.

Get recent graduates to come back who have
confronted these machines and tell what
they think ~resent students should be doing
about them."29

In concluding, it appears that the present business
education curriculum will have to integrate the teaching
of automatic data processing systems and machines with
other business subjects, such as bookkeeping, business
mathematics, and typewriting.

29G.b
i son, .21!• cit., pp. 105, 144.

CHAPTER
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The process of managing machines by highly mechanized
manipulations definitely affects business education training.

Technological advances, in all phases of business ac-

tivity, carries with them, one key element---change.

Auto-

mation and its unlimited potential magnifies both the personal and technical aspects of change.

Consequently, it has

a tremendous impact on the qualifications and functions of
employees in business education.

Many new and interesting

jobs on the technical and highly skilled levels will be
created.

They will require a high degree of competence in

the fundamental skills, and a good educational background.
New demands will include a basic understanding of business
functions, mathematics of business, the relationships between operational units and human relations, and in addition, the ability to adapt change.
Specialized clerical workers will hardly be affected
by automation.

As a result, business education curricula

and practices in this phase of business education should
continue essentially as heretofore.
The greatest impact of automation will be on those in
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the general clerical classifications.

Data-processing

machines are designed to replace the highly routine and
repetitive jobs, presently performed by the relaticely
unskilled general clerical workers.
In all probability, most general clerical workers do
not possess the necessary abilities or aptitudes to qualify
for automated machine operation and planning.

The guidance

of competent students into business education programs will
become increasingly more important.

Business teachers need

to begin now demanding and securing the highest quality of
students into business education departments.
However, there is no great need for retrenchment in
the basic programs such as general clerical work, since
schools and business departments are not training general
clerical workers in sufficient numbers to meet the present
demand.
Since machines are so expensive, it is doubtful that
business departments, especially at the high school level,
will institute training programs for many years.

Probab-

ly, the main function of business departments in schools
will be to acquaint students with the existence of dataprocessing equipment, its nature and functions, and its
role in the electronic office of tomorrow.
Training personnel to prepare the work and to operate
electronic machines will be mostly the responsibility of the
data-processing equipment manufacturers.

Companies using
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the machine will also set up on-the-job training programs in
conjunction with the manufacturers.

Most operating personnel

will be chosen from the companies' employment rolls.
The increasing need for people with proficiency in the
fundamental skills and with good liberal education backgrounds
may result in a re-examination of the entire curriculum of
schools and business education departments.
Teaching methods and subject matter may change since it
appears hhat teachers need to place more emphasis on the development of problem-solving ability, logical-thinking ability, good human relations ability, and the ability to adapt
changes.
Textbooks will have to be revised drastically to include new knowledge and skills.
alone would be great.

The vocabulary change

These new types of equipment and new

methods will require a language all their own.

Business

education teachers will have to teach this new language.
Therefore, they need to keep abreast of the new terms related
to automation.
Changed business methods and changed business skills
will demand changed business teachers.

The shift will have

to start on the college level, in the preparation of ~usiness education teachers.

Present teachers will have to make

as great adaptation to these changes as time, money, and energy permit.

Moreover, the greatest significance is the fact

that business education teachers need to engage in more intensive and extensive endeavors to understand what is currently
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being done and what the future implications are in automation.
Business education teachers need to be kept informed
on needed knowledge related to automation, knowledge on the
types of background and ability needed, and they need encouragement and assistance in finding out how data processing is going to affect various teaching areas.

Perhaps, to

accomplish this, Integrated-Electronic Committees should be
established in schools.

These committees could be instru-

mental in seeing that needed curriculum changes are made. ·
The changes in the organization and curricula of business education come about slowly; there always seems to be
a time-lag between changes in business and changes in the
school programs preparing workers for these offices.
haps this lag is inevitable.

Per-

The lag in education tends to

retard the change in the office.

Therefore, it influences

businesses to automatize their operations whenever that becomes possible.
In brief, all of the changes in business implies that
persons in business education are confronted with the greatest challenge in history.

S_c hools and departments of busi-

ness education, business teachers, business education associations, and publishers must all unite in their efforts
to meet these challenges.
Automated teaching machines, just as other teaching devices, will not replace teachers.

They will merely aid them

more to do an effective job of training workers for tomorrow.
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